CAS Applied Data Science - Application Form for Further Reduced Fee 2020/21

The CAS Applied Data Science (cas-applied-datascience.unibe.ch) reduced fee for students and employees of the University of Bern is 4'200 CHF. Students of the University of Bern without sufficient financial support from their institute or without any institutional affiliation may apply for a further reduced fee of 2'100 CHF.*

Please fill this form and attach it to your registration form or email it to cas-ads.math@lists.unibe.ch.

Applicant name: __________________________

Reason for applying for further reduced fee:

____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

Applicant signature: __________________________

For applicants with an institute affiliation:

Institute: __________________________

Institutional support (0 – 4’200 CHF): ____________

Institute director signature: __________________________

* Applications are approved or rejected by the Program Management by end of June. Default criteria are budget limits and application submission dates. The management may apply other criteria.